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GENERAL

1. Educators need to emphasis examination techniques, e.g.
• Candidates did not know what to extract out of a question.
• Candidates did not consult diagrams.
• Candidates often did not reading the entire question, but wrote anything around a

key word in a question.
• Candidates not take the headings of the questions into consideration.
• Too many candidates answered the incorrect number of questions.
• Educators must set examination papers with the same format as the end- of- year

paper.
• Candidates did not exercising their choice e.g. winter or summer, light industry (C)

or heavy industry (D), etc.

2. Many candidates did not understand certain concepts, e.g. temperature inversion,
landuse zone, street pattern, drainage pattern, physical factors, and basic needs of a
self-supporting farming community.

3. Candidates should be encouraged to write more facts than is required.

SECTION A – PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY

QUESTION 1: CLIMATOLOGY

1.1.1 Candidates did not read the synoptic weather map properly – they simply listed all the
facts which could explain summer conditions.  They should have concentrated on what
they saw on the map.  Learners must be able to identify weather patterns.

1.1.2 Learners were not properly familiarized with directions.  They mixed up direction and
speed.

1.1.3 Showed little insight into the change in weather.
1.2 The cartoon limits one to geographical information.
1.2.4 The eye conditions were unknown to the candidates.
1.3 Terminology such as smog and temperature inversion was poorly answered.  Lapse

rates must be taught.  Candidates were confused by temperature inversion and
temperature inversion layer.

1.4 Learners were unable to read and interpret the graph.  The impact of population growth
on the natural and social environment needs to be taught.



QUESTION 2: CLIMATOLOGY

2.1.2 Learners did not use the key, they answered in general what they had learnt in class
without using information from the diagram, e.g. dam and knickpoint.

2.1.3 Learners did not understand the difference between these two diagrams.
2.1.6 Learners did not use the letters on the diagram.  It seemed that they have not been

taught about stream piracy.  When they did use letters from the diagram, it did not
make sense in their explanation.

2.2.4 Learners were unable to answer the question properly.  They just said ‘not significant’
but not why it was not significant.

2.2.5 Many learners were unable to redraw the diagram.  Learners should be given the
opportunity to construct graphs, and redraw diagrams.

2.2.6 Learners did not know what an intrusion was.

SECTION B – SETTLEMENT GEOGRAPHY

QUESTION 3: RURAL SETTLEMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT

3.1 Some candidates do not understand the terms pattern type and pattern.
3.2 Candidates did not use theoretical knowledges distinguish between urban and rural

settlements.  They just listed characteristics or activities of Nezaamville.
3.3 Well answered.
3.4 Poorly answered.  Learners did not use the diagram to deduce the answers and

confused the different features between north and south of the Krone Mountains.
3.5 Poorly answered because they did not refer to microclimatological reasons.  Many

candidates still refer to direct rays of the sun instead of perpendicular rays of sun.
3.6.1 Candidates did not understand the term shape.  Each answer must be linked to the

question e.g. Kalomani = linear; Nezaamville = T- junction.
3.6.2 Well answered because answers were on the diagram.
3.6.3 Some candidates only listed characteristics on the diagram without interpreting it, e.g.

abandoned school, instead of interpreting it as school closed.
3.6.4 Candidates could have simply listed activities at Nezaamville taken from the diagram

and would have received full marks.
3.6.5 Candidates who simply listed information from the diagram obtained good marks.

QUESTION 4: URBAN SETTLEMENT

4.1 [a] + [b] were poorly answered because learners did not know the terminology:
specialized town and trade and transport town.

4.2 Learners could identify the street pattern, but could not give a reason,
4.3 Many learners lost markers for mentioning human factors instead of physical factors.
4.4 Learners gave vague answers and also gave answers which they were told in the

question not to offer as answers.
4.5 Some learners confused sources and types of pollution.
4.6.1 The concept land-use zone seems to be a problem.
4.6.2 Well answered.
4.6.3 Learners could not give a reason.
4.6.4 Surprisingly poorly answered.  Learners could not link the tall buildings to the economic

factors influencing it.



4.6.5 Learners should have specified the type of business and not just written business.
4.7 When an option is given, the learners must commit themselves to either mentioning C

or D and not Yes or No.  All the answers were on the diagram.  Some learners gave
only characteristics of heavy industries without applying them to the diagram.

4.8 The interpretation of the question was misunderstood.  Learners did not apply skills
learnt in language teaching to this subject.

SECTION 6: REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY

QUESTION 5

5.1.1 Candidates answered this question badly, because they did not know what an isohyet
is.  Candidates lacked skill in reading and interpreting maps.

5.1.3 Candidates did not link the climatology section with this answer.
5.1.6 Many candidates confused the consequences of drought with flooding, The question

was not carefully read and understood.
5.2.1 Generally a well-answered question, but learners must not hesitate to extract answers

off diagrams, e.g. deforestation.
5.3.1 Poorly answered.
5.3.2 Answers had to be taken directly from the text.  Generally well answered.

QUESTION 6

6.1.1. – 6.1.3Well answered.
6.1.4 Candidates must take note that one finds positive and negative growth in population.

Negative growth is also growth.
6.1.7 Candidates did not know the position of the different provinces in South Africa or the

general characteristics of each.
6.3 Well-answered.  South-western Cape as an industrial are is compulsory for all the

learners.  They must know the factors favouring and restricting industrial development.
ONE-WORD answers are not acceptable.

QUESITON 7

7.1.1 Learners lacked the basic mathematical skills needed in Geography to answer this
question.

7.1.3 This question is linked to Settlement Geography.
7.2 Answers showed a lacking of studying on the learners’ part.
7.3 Learners must be introduced to different diagrams and graphs because the

interpretation of them needs attention.
7.4.1 GEAR = Growth, Employment and Redistribution.
7.4.2 See the website for details of this economic development programme.


